Armory
Park Tree
Pruning
Workshop
Saturday, July 9th - 7am to 10am
Armory Park is hosting a Tree
Pruning Class taught by a

certified arborist. The class is
intended to offer Armory Park
residents education and

The class is only available to
Armory Park residents and
will be offered on a

scale, from $5-$35.

training on how to properly
prune trees.

SIGN UP HERE!

Emma Stahl-wert
Workshop Instructor
Certified Arborist
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I enjoyed it a great deal.

The class was valuable because I now feel like I have a method for my
pruning and not just guided by “seems like the right place to cut”
mentality. I also learned that pruning isn’t as necessary as I thought, as
the tree usually knows what is best for its survival. I learned that I have
been pruning incorrectly for many years and will need to do some
“clean up" in my yard, as this is the best time to do it.

The class was a good balance of info and action. Emma did a great job
of explaining and demonstrating what she was talking about.

It was a wonderfully informative
class and more importantly that it
intends to be a "seed" to grow
correct pruning information
throughout Armory Park, that
correct pruning protocol will be
common, replacing incorrect and

It was a wonderful learning
experience with lots of "myth
busting." I also really cherished
the opportunity to be out and
about with my neighbors and

dangerous (to the trees) practices

make new connections.

and misconceptions. The future
health and appearance of AP
trees requires proper pruning
techniques.

I learned so much from this class. (and regret all the damage I
have done without realizing). Emma is so good at communicating
the difference between what we "need" and what the tree needs,
and how to strike the balance. My trees thank you for educating
me on how to care for them. This was a great program for AP to
support!

